
siders the PLO better than Begin, and 
venerates Studs Terkel as a social sage. 

Well, in the end, it may turn out to be 
propitious for us that the media made 
themselves so conspicuously brazen: all 
over America, hatred of the media is on 
the rise, and the Chicago episode wiU 
help. Sooner or later, the trees in Lincoln 
Park will be ornamented with swinging 
effigies of editors whose naked despotism 
and casuistry will eventually propel 
people into the streets in pursuit of jus
tice for the decades of reckless media 
oppression of the collective mind. D 

You Were Right (After All), Senator 
McCarthy 

Mr. Michael Whitney Straight—an 
vknerican blue blood, aristocrat patri
cian who is heir to enormous wealth, 
the progeny of the most influential 
caste, an epitome of the Establishment, a 
Cambridge University alumnus—has 
written a book in which he admits to 
being a longtime Soviet spy, and that his 
activities probably resulted in the deaths 
of thousands of American soldiers in 

Korea. Instead of being branded as a 
cheap scoundrel, or simply being ignored, 
he has been accorded lengthy reviews 
in our daily press, weekly magazines, 
and intellectual journals, many of which 
dwell sympathetically on the plight of a 
split personality, understandable human 
failures, and other enigmas of democra
tic existence. Perhaps the only moral 
enlightenment in the book comes from 
an episode in which Mr. Straight confes
ses his sins, crimes, and contemptible-
ness to FBI officers, one of whom hap
pens to be the son of a gardener on the 
Straight estate on Long Island, a reci
pient of his cast-off clothes decades ago. 
He is now a defender of the Constitution, 
democracy, and freedom, all of which 
Mr. Straight has soiled by his mere pres
ence among us. Something even more 
telling, however, is how right that quint
essential simpleton was, that plebeian 
senator from Wisconsin who stubbornly 
kept repeating that commie bastards 
were dug into the highest reaches of this 
republic's power structure. At that time, 
Mr. Straight was a high official in the 
State Department and a White House 
speech writer. D 

JOURNALISM 

Oh, What a Christian Monitor! 

In a shamelessly biased report on the 
by-now-infamous conference "Vietnam 
Reconsidered," held not long ago at USC 
in Los Angeles, one Stewart McBride, 
identffied as "staff correspondent of the 
Christian Science Monitor," shrilly 
brings back all the 1960's antiwar 
cliches. We do not know exactly what 
Christian Science considers "truth" or 
how its staffers monitor it, but this piece 
of journalism makes us shudder. To judge 
from this piece. Christian Scientists 
seem to have discerned a method of 
separating "truth" from "feet" that will 
certainly help them advance in the realm 
of radical virtues, but it makes us won
der how far the perversion of the adjec
tive "Christian" and the noun "Science" 

can go. Here is what Mr. Seymour Hersh, 
who is well known for treating both fact 
and truth with the same reverence as 
sausage manufacturers treat their ingre
dients, had to say at the conference: 

1 don't think that the press was very 
relevant to the Vietnam war. For aU 
that good reporting the government 
still gets away with lying. Nothing 
we've done in Watergate or Vietnam 
has changed any of that.' 

Mr. McBride concludes in a tone of em
phatic support for a view which reveals 
how his Christian-Scientific journalistic 
ethics is constructed: 

Washington shares 'at least as much' 

of the blame as Hanoi for the condi
tion of Vietnam today, said John Mac-
AuM, a former antiwar activist who 
has served for the last 10 years as di
rector of the Indociiina Program of 
the American Friends Service Com
mittee (AFSC). Had the United States 
honored the Paris peace agreement 
and provided reconstruction aid, as 
postwar polls showed two-thirds of 
the American people favored, Viet
nam would be a different place today, 
he said. The proceedings of the Viet
nam Reconsidered' conference are to 
be published in the coming year as a 
textbook by Harper & Row. The book 
advances and royalties have been 
donated by USC through AFSC to a 
health clinic in Ho Chi Minh City. 

To the best of otir modest knowledge, 
we have honored the Paris peace agree
ment, while the Hanoi communists had 
raped and torn it to shreds even before 
the ink had dried. And those American 
Friends who were so sweedy mentioned 
seem always to serve a Brezhnev or an 
Andropov dutifully but never the occu
pant of the White House, whatever his 
party affiliation. All of which makes the 
distinguished organ that employs that 
kind of staff correspondent seem less a 
monitor and more a dispenser of lies. 
And apparently, nothing that American 
liberal journalism has done in Watergate 
or Vietnam will ever change that. D 

Lower Mathematics and 
The Nation 

It has long puzzled us how the intel
lectuals at The Nation managed to suc
cessfully complete such courses as Poli
tical Science 101 back in the days when 
they were leading their local John Reed 
Clubs. A recent article in its pages has 
brought to light another field of stody ig
nored: lower mathematics. While we 
make no claim to absolute expertise in 
the field, we can confidently execute 
that bane of elementary school students 
everywhere: the story problem. The ar
ticle in question excoriates General 
Motors for the manufacturing agree-
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ment it reached with Toyota. The pre
mise is, of course, that what's good for 
G.M. is bad for the nation—^and The Na
tion The story problem presented is the 
following: 

The venture also won't do much good 
for the employment rolls. In Fremont, 
California, it will create 3,000 jobs in a 
plant where 6,000 workers used to 
punch in. 

Let's simplify it for The Nation A general 
once had an army with 6000 soldiers. 
For some reason—^perhaps he stopped 
being an imperialist or a mercenary—^he 
had to let all of his men go: 6000 minus 
6000 equals 0. At a future date the gen
eral required the services of a number of 
men—^perhaps the CIA gave him a con
tract—3000, to be exact: 0 plus 3000 
equals 3000. The question (and this is 
always the tricky part) is this: How many 
soldiers have billets? The answer; 3000. 
No matter how you twist it, it's still far 
better than the preagreement 0. D 

Grandma, the Stooge 

In the interminable debate of heredity 
vs. environment, score an equivocal tally 
for heredity. To disprove the Washington 
Posfs charge that the Women's Interna
tional League for Peace and Freedom is 
being manipulated as a "stooge group" 
by the Soviets in its rabid disarmament 
fervor, the Andropov-adoring Nuclear 
Times recently published an article enti
tled "Grandma Should Know," pointing 
out that Post publisher Donald Graham 
has now withdrawn the charge and 
adding: 

Graham should have known better 
from the start. In 1961 his grand
mother, Agnes Meyer, a member of the 
WILPF, ran a WIlPF-sponsored seminar 
. . . on Soviet-American 'Women. 
Twelve women were brought over 
from the Soviet Union to participate. 

That Mr. Graham could not stand by his 

originally accurate perception suggests 
that perhaps the pull of defective genes 
was too strong for him. However, that 
the editors of Nuclear Times actually 
believe they have discredited rather 
than corroborated that perception re
veals that the worst brain defects are not 
congenital. D 

Values 

A brilliant case of revolutionary inter
nationalism is presented by the exis
tence of one Daniel Singer—allegedly of 
Polish origin, living in France and writ
ing boring semicommunist copy for 
America's The Nation—z proud bastion 
of pro-Soviet cosmopolitanism in Man
hattan. In a recent article in which he 

defines himself as "somebody unfashion-
ably [??? (we didn't think one mark of 
interrogation could express our aston
ishment—CC)] interested in the radical 
transformation of society," he describes 
one Polish movie: 

I thought that the principal characters 
—̂a German, a Polish Jew and a Polish 
Catholic—were equally revolting 
specimens of capitalists; all of them 
exuded the ugly smell of success. 

Naturally, had they exuded the Sublime 
fragrance of failure, the world would be 
better, and the angelic Marxist-Leninist 
feith, which materializes through oppres
sion, starvation, and the occasional kill
ing of millions, could then find its own, 
superlogical, beatific rationale for that 
failure. CI 

1 

OCCASIONAL PAPERS 
The Rockford Institute presents 

the latest two addit ions to its 
Occasional Papers series. 

"The Family and the Free Economy" 

"Capitalism needs the family. For the family trans
forms the base motivations and values of capitalism 
into socially constructive and metaphysically 
meaningful ends." 

The editor of Persuasion At Work, Dr. Allan C. Carlson, argues 
that the nation's economic difficulties and social difficulties may 
be the same problem. 

"America's Secret Life-Giving Weapon: 
Observations on the Nuclear Freeze" 

"It is the restrained and considerate behavior de
fined by the ideals of freedom that makes for peace
ful relationships in a family, a neighborhood, a city, 
or a world." 

Dr. John A. Howard, president of The Rockford Institute, identi
fies a surer road to peace than the popularized nuclear freeze. 

Available for SSt apiece from The Rockford Institute 
934 N. Main St., Rockford, IL 61103 
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